I AM ACTIFY INSIGHT
Dynamic Dashboards & Visual Analysis

Connected Manufacturing
Once you have access to enterprise data, visual analysis and reporting is the next logical step to
effectively manage the magnitude of connected enterprise product data.

Actify Insight is the culmination of Actify’s combined
technologies and methodologies to address a client specific
business need. Far more than just Business Intelligence reports,
your data is no longer static knowledge, but a source of insight
coming from across the enterprise. Actify Insight delivers a
dynamic and active interface for complex visual analysis and
reporting.
Today’s business intelligence solutions do not understand product data—a necessity for any
discrete manufacturer. Discrete manufacturers data is unique, because your information assets
include 3D models and 2D drawings with information hidden within CAD files (dimensions,
eBOM, PMI, GD&T, etc.)
With Actify Insight, companies are able to take any disparate data and show relationships,
patterns and history impacting the product results from concept throughout its lifecycle to
maximize returns. Actify’s method of visual insight is to present the data in a dynamic or active
way, such that by asking to simply re-order the data, you can gain new or deeper insight.

Data Mining and Predictive Analytics
Once you have not only the data, but also the relationship between your information that is
continuously updated—you have an agile, adaptive and ease-of-use tool for drilling down on
harnessed knowledge.
You gain the ability to find all levels of “where used” or “what if” scenarios. Plus by reviewing the
current status and comparing to historical facts, the system automatically generates predictions
of future events. Combining of model data with meta-data and their relationships among many
factors allow assessment of risk associated with particular conditions guiding informed
decisions.
Our Actify Insight technology uses proprietary product data analysis technologies combined with
innovative data discovery components to deliver an agile, adaptive, innovative approach to
providing insight from the engineering and/or manufacturing operations.
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Visual Reports
Actify can give you visual insight in order to make informed decisions.
Here are some dynamic visual report examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profit analysis
Model color-washed based on variables
Product Structure Analysis
Product Process / Forecast
Design Review Analysis
Duplicate Recognition
Common Occurrence
Part Associative Analysis
Logged Time Analysis
BOM Management
End Item Management
Dynamic Program Reports
Production Project Comparison
Resource and Capacity Management
And more…

As business leaders, you have the ability to reduce risk, lower costs, and improve efficiencies by
empowering your information workers. The result, your organization will gain business insight,
agility and bring products to market faster to achieve corporate success.
Actify Insight is the dynamic solution for harnessing that intelligence from multiple sources.
Actify can develop a custom interface to display a specific view of your enterprise data. Mash
data together from multiple sources, include the perspective of historic or legacy data to deliver
rich business insights to help your organization achieve their strategic objectives.

Why Actify Insight?
By leveraging Actify’s core technologies as a tool box we can deliver the platform, the graph
database architecture for handling disparate unstructured data and deliver an interface or
dashboard to overcome your critical business challenge.
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